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of 
We have constructed "limited lifetime" stochastic motion stimuli using Gabor functions instead of 
dots, thereby controlling the local attributes of spatial frequency and orientation. Human 
psychophysical data for direction discrimination using these stimuli reveal two qualitatively 
distinct kinds of processing. For small displacements, direction discrimination performance as a 
function of displacement is scaled with spatial frequency in a manner consistent with a linear 
filtering motion mechanism. Motion perception for relatively large displacements is not directly 
related to the spatial frequency, and is consistent with a nonlinear process which signals motion of 
contrast envelopes. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Visual motion is thought o be analyzed by a specialized 
subset of extrastriate cortex in primates, particularly area 
MT (or V5) (DeYoe & van Essen, 1988), based on 
neuronal direction selectivity (Zeki, 1978), effects of 
lesions on psychophysical motion perception (Newsome 
& Pare, 1988), the correlation of neuronal firing with 
psychophysical performance (Britten, Shadlen, New- 
some & Movshon, 1992), and the specific control of 
psychophysical performance by micro-stimulation (Salz- 
man, Murasugi, Britten & Newsome, 1992). This idea is 
further supported by motion-specific deficits in neurolo- 
gical patients with extrastriate damage (Zihl, von Cramon 
& Mai, 1983; Hess, Baker & Zihl, 1989; Vaina, Lemay, 
Bienfang, Choi & Nakayama, 1990; Baker, Hess & Zihl, 
1991; Rizzo, Nawrot & Zihl, 1995) and an MT-like 
motion-selective area shown by fMRI in normal humans 
(Tootell, Reppas, Kwong, Malach, Born, Brady et al., 
1995). 
An important tool in these studies of monkey area MT 
function and of motion-impaired humans has been a class 
of visual motion stimuli which use randomly placed dots 
undergoing coherent local motion for briefly limited 
"lifetimes", before being removed and re-plotted with 
new motion trajectories at new random locations 
(Morgan & Ward, 1980; Williams & Sekuler, 1984; 
Siegel & Andersen, 1988). This stimulus offers two 
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important advantages. The first is that some variable 
fraction of the dot motions can be made incoherent, o 
introduce a controlled degree of stimulus noise and 
thereby produce a graded amount of motion signal which 
can be varied independently of speed. The second is that 
in behavioral experiments with animals or with brain- 
damaged patients, relatively long presentation times of 
each visual stimulus are helpful in obtaining good 
psychophysical performance. Limited lifetime random 
dot stimuli allow a long presentation time for the stimulus 
(approx. 1000 msec), while still being composed of brief 
local motion trajectories. The stochastic nature of the 
stimulus helps insure the measurement of low-level 
motion detection mechanisms, by precluding "attentive 
tracking" in which motion direction can be inferred from 
perceived change of position. 
However, there is emerging support for two different 
motion systems, one dependent on spatial frequency and 
behaving in a linear fashion, and the other depending on 
the overall size of the stimuli, behaving in a nonlinear 
manner (Chubb & Sperling, 1988; Boulton & Baker, 
1993a,b, 1994). The limited lifetime random dot stimulus 
used in animal and human experiments i broadband in 
spatial frequency, and therefore cannot differentiate 
contributions of these two sub-systems to motion 
processing at either the single neuron, cortical area, or 
behavioral level. 
Here we combine the advantageous features of limited 
lifetime stimuli with bandlimiting of spatial frequency 
using Gabor micropatterns. We find both linear and 
nonlinear motion using the same stimulus, suggesting 
that performance obtained from limited lifetime random 
dots might be an envelope of two qualitatively distinct 
kinds of motion perception, a quasi-linear one following 
the motion of spatial frequency components of the 
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micropattern carrier, and a nonlinear one signalling 
motion of the micropattern envelopes. This work has 
been reported in abstract form (Baker & Hess, 1995). 
METHODS 
Stimuli 
The visual stimuli were produced with a 66 MHz 
80486 computer, using a VSG 2/2 graphics card (Cam- 
bridge Research Systems), and displayed on a NEC XP- 
17 monitor efreshed at 160 Hz. The raster of 512 x 379 
pixels (adjusted to 30.5 x 22.5 cm, to produce square- 
aspect pixels) had a pixel size of 0.6 mm, which 
subtended 0.03 deg at the viewing distance of 114 cm. 
The monitor intensity nonlinearity was measured with a 
linear photometer (United Detector Technology, $370), 
and the data fit with gamma functions and eighth-order 
polynomials for each of the three color channels. The 
monitor intensity was then linearized by the method of 
Pelli and Zhang (1991) using appropriate functions from 
the VideoToolBox (© 1996) software package and an 
ISR Video Attenuator (Institute for Sensory Research, 
Syracuse University, New York, U.S.A.) to resistively 
add the red, green and blue video signals to produce a 
monochrome signal having a higher intensity resolution 
(Pelli & Zhang, 1991). The monitor was operated using 
only its green video input. 
A given stimulus was constructed by linearly adding 
many small micropatterus [Fig. I(A)], each consisting of 
a small patch of sinewave grating enclosed in a two- 
dimensional smooth envelope (Gabor function): 
L(x,y) : Lol + C exp{-(x2/2~2~ + y2 /2d)  ]. sin(27vx/A). 
Unless stated otherwise, the orientation was vertical and 
the spatial wavelength (2) was 24 pixels (0.715 deg, 
giving a peak spatial frequency of 1.4 cpd). In all cases 
the envelope size, s, was 3/4 2; the contrast (C) was 0.30, 
and the mean luminance (Lo) was 28.6 cd/m 2. 
In order to achieve a relatively high uniform density, 
the micropatterns were placed with respect o a notional 
7 x 5 grid, with individual placements independently 
offset ("jittered") vertically and horizontally by a random 
amount having a uniform distribution up to 214 of the grid 
spacing. This placement method served to prevent 
overlaps of micropatterns which could cause intensity 
saturation, and provided a good uniformity of density 
(which pilot experiments indicated was important for 
consistent results across observers). Micropatterns falling 
within a central circular zone of radius 3.8 deg were not 
plotted, and a central fixation mark was provided [Fig. 
1 (A)]. Portions of micropatterns occluded by an edge of 
the display were "wrapped around" and plotted on the 
opposite side of the display, to further maintain auniform 
contrast density. 
Micropattern locations were always maintained ineach 
plotted position for an exposure time of 16 frames 
(100msec), before being re-plotted. Two kinds of 
micropattern were employed, "targets" and "distractors", 
which were identical in spatial composition, exposure 
time, and "lifetime" (see below), but distinguished by 
their motion trajectories. Targets moved coherently, by a 
fixed spatial displacement on each new exposure, while 
distractors' locations were randomly re-jittered on each 
new exposure. The average probability of a micropattern 
being a target was termed the "coherence"--this para- 
meter allowed a way to vary the signal-to-noise ratio of 
the motion stimulus and thus the psychophysical 
performance. The rapid re-plotting of micropatterns 
was achieved with rapid block-move instructions ("pix- 
blitting") using in-house assembly language code for the 
graphics control chip of the VSG2/2 frame-store; 
micropattern templates and a display list of micropattern 
pix-blit locations were pre-calculated for each new trial. 
At the beginning of a stimulus presentation, each grid 
location was randomly assigned as being occupied by a 
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FIGURE 1. Spatial ayout and space-time diagram of representative 
examples of the visual stimulus. (A) Spatially the stimulus consisted of 
a pseudorandom array of small micropatterns, whose positions were 
randomly perturbed from a notional 7 x 5 grid; micropattems falling 
near the central fixation point ("x") were excluded. Each Gabor 
function micropattem was a patch of sinewave grating (normally 
1.5 cpd, vertically oriented), enclosed in a smooth gaussian window. 
(B) A luminance profile along a horizontal transect through a stimulus 
such as (A) is shown for successive temporal exposures (each 
100 msec), as a gray-level plot of spatial position and time. In this 
example the coherence was 50% (half the micropatterns moving 
coherently, the other half randomly), the lifetime was 4, and the spatial 
displacement was one-fourth the spatial wavelength. The diagonal 
orientation evident in the diagram reflects the net rightward motion. 
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target or distractor, with probability specified by the 
coherence parameter. Also each of these was given a 
random initial "age", enumerated in numbers of ex- 
posures (each 100 msec), uniformly distributed between 
1 and the "lifetime" parameter (typically, e.g., 4). On 
each new re-plotting (new set of exposures), target 
micropatterns were displaced by a constant amount in the 
direction of coherent motion (here always left or right), 
while each distractor was randomly re-jittered with 
respect o its grid location. Finally, all micropatterns' 
ages were incremented, and those whose ages exceeded 
the lifetime parameter were "re-born": their ages were 
reset to one, their identities as target or distractor were 
randomly re-assigned (again, with probabilities deter- 
mined by the coherence parameter), and their initial 
positions randomly re-jittered with respect o their grid 
locations. Thus, over time within a trial (1000msec 
duration), and across trials, each grid location could be 
occupied by either targets or distractors. The actual 
coherence on any given exposure was random, but its 
average value was maintained uniformly across expo- 
sures within a trial. This type of stochastic motion 
stimulus corresponds to the "dot noise" of Baker et al. 
(1991), or to the "random position" type in the 
terminology of Scase, Braddick and Raymond (1996). 
Some special cases of this stimulus may be useful to 
consider. If the coherence is zero, all micropattems are 
distractors; regardless of any other parameters, this 
produces an incoherent "snowstorm" noise with no 
overall consistent motion. A coherence of 100% and 
very large lifetime value produces very smooth, nearly 
continuous motion, which may look like a rigidly moving 
sheet. A coherence of 100% and a lifetime of one 
displacement results in many brief instances of local two- 
flash motion, but not time-locked to one another during 
the trial duration; even in optimal conditions this motion 
will appear somewhat noisy, due to the temporal 
asynchrony of re-births. 
A graphical illustration of these stimuli can be 
constructed in the following manner. At successive time 
increments, the luminance profile along a horizontal line 
through the middle of a row in the grid of plotted 
positions (for simplicity, without positional jitter) is 
extracted. These successive spatial profiles are rows of a 
matrix, which is plotted as a 2-D intensity diagram with 
time running downwards. An example of such a "space- 
time diagram" (e.g., Adelson & Bergen, 1985; van 
Santen & Sperling, 1985), for a coherence of 50%, a 
lifetime of four exposures, and a rightwards displacement 
of 2/4, is shown in Fig. I(B). Note the vertical time scale 
is quantized, corresponding to the 100 msec exposure 
time. Each row contains even micropatterns, asin actual 
experiments, een in profile as alternating light and dark 
regions. Target motions appear as diagonal streaks 
500 msec in vertical extent. The noisy appearance is 
partly due to the incoherent motion of distractors, and 
partly to the randomly asynchronous re-births of the 
targets. 
Simulation 
Space-time diagrams uch as that in Fig. I(B) are not 
only useful for understanding the stimulus, but also for 
simulating the expected response of computational 
models of motion detection. Purely for illustrative 
purposes of comparison with the data, responses of a 
conventional spatiotemporally linear filter model of 
motion detection (Adelson & Bergen, 1985) were 
simulated. The simulated stimuli were programmed to 
mimic the actual ones as closely as possible, using 
exactly the same gridding and jittering methods. 
The stimulus space-time arrays were convolved with 
an oriented spatiotemporal filter, represented as a 
function of spatial offset, s, and time lag, t, as in Adelson 
& Bergen (1985): 
h(s, t) = e(-s2/2O~s - t2/2o~t)sin(27rS/As ± 27rt/A, + 0), 
where 2s = spatial wavelength, 2t = temporal period, 
as=2s/4, at=2t/4,  qS=0. (Note that 2s and 2t are 
reciprocals of the filter's optimal spatial and temporal 
frequency, respectively.) Corresponding sets of cosine- 
phase filters were found to make no difference to these 
simulations, and were omitted to economize xecution 
time. 
Scalar responses were obtained as the sum of squares 
of convolutions with these filters; the (opponent) 
difference between the responses for each direction of 
motion was taken as the response. The only parameters of
this model were those of the filter function, and an 
additive "intrinsic noise". The filters' optimal spatial and 
temporal wavelengths were specified from the peak 
position of the spatiotemporal frequency power spectrum 
of a representative space-time stimulus array. The 
optimal spatial wavelength 2, is simply that of the 
stimulus micropatterns; the optimal temporal period 2t is 
366 msec. The spatial and temporal bandwidths were 
both specified by setting a = 2/4. 
An intrinsic noise consisting of a zero-mean ormal 
random deviate was added to the model's opponent scalar 
response; this signal was linked to a "right" vs "left" 
decision according to its sign, and logged as a correct or 
erroneous trial according to whether this agreed with the 
actual direction of simulated motion. The accumulated 
percentage errors were tallied as a function of displace- 
ment. The amplitude parameter of the intrinsic noise was 
scaled to give error rates comparable with those for the 
experiments o be shown below in Figs 4 and 7. 
Procedure 
Psychophysical data were collected by having the 
observer initiate each trial with a button press, and 
indicate the perceived irection of motion (left or right) 
by pressing mouse buttons. Feedback was provided only 
in early pilot runs, using displacements known from pilot 
experiments onever give a percept of reversed irection 
of motion (see below); subsequent trials, reported here, 
were without feedback. The order of stimulus conditions 
was randomly interleaved, using a method of constant 
stimuli. Trials were accumulated in blocks of 20 trials per 
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condition, for at least 60 trials per condition in all cases. 
The observers were the authors, who viewed the stimuli 
binocularly with corrected-to-normal acuity. 
RESULTS 
Basic experiment 
The version of the stimulus which served as a standard 
comparison to all subsequent experiments used a 
coherence of 100%, a lifetime of four exposures, a 
contrast of 30%, and a micropattern spatial wavelength 
(2) of 24 pixels (43 min arc). Figure 2 shows plots of 
percent correct in direction discrimination (symbols 
connected by solid lines), as functions of displacement 
for the two observers, using these parameters. Very small 
displacements, below approx. 20 min, produced a clear 
percept of slow-speed, uniform motion; psychophysical 
performance was perfect. For only slightly larger 
displacement values, performance rose rapidly to chance 
and then somewhat beyond--the net percept of motion, if 
any, became reversed for some displacements (approx. 
35 rain). At slightly larger displacements, (approx. 
60 rain), good motion performance was restored. Such 
cyclical psychometric functions are consistent with 
previous reports of direction discrimination for spatial 
frequency bandpass apparent motion (e.g., Cleary & 
Braddick, 1990; Bischof & DiLollo, 1991; Boulton & 
Baker, 1993a). 
As displacement was increased further, the error rate 
rose very slowly towards chance over a very large range 
of displacements, but remained consistently better than 
chance throughout much of this range. The subjective 
appearance of the motion at these large displacements 
was quite different from that at the smallest displace- 
ments tested--the perceived speed was much higher, 
with a very noisy appearance, somewhat like leaves being 
swept by a strong wind. 
The dotted lines in the graphs of Fig. 2 show the 
performance of a simulated linear energy model (Adelson 
& Bergen, 1985--see Methods). The spatiotemporal filter 
used a spatial wavelength which was matched to that of 
the stimulus (2 = 24 pixels), to give a maximal response. 
Note that for small displacements he model shows an 
alternation between good performance, reversal, and 
good performance which is qualitatively similar to that 
seen in the psychophysical data, though shifted slightly 
towards smaller displacements. The periodicity of the 
oscillatory behavior of the model is exactly 24 pixels, the 
spatial wavelength of both the model filter and the 
stimulus micropatterns. The biggest discrepancy between 
model and data is at the larger displacements (above 
approx. 50 min), where the model fails to signal motion 
at all. 
This kind of comparison suggested that the motion 
percept at small displacements (here, below about 
40 min) was carried by a motion mechanism whose 
performance was primarily controlled by the carrier 
frequency of the stimulus (here, the spatial wavelength ,~ 
of the Gabor micropatterns); this percept could be carried 
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FIGURE 2. Psychometric functions tor the basic experiment, for two 
observers and for a conventional linear filtering model of motion 
perception. The coherence was 100%, and the lifetime was 4. The 
percentage errors in reporting the direction of motion are plotted as a 
function of the spatial displacement of coherently moving target 
micropatterns (filled circles connected by solid lines); chance 
performance is 50%, indicated as a dashed line. Note the cyclical 
behavior at relatively small displacements, followed by a very broad 
range of displacements with quite good performance. Superimposed on 
these data are results from a conventional model (Adelson-Bergen 
energy model; see Methods), shown as a dotted line tor comparison. 
The linear model qualitatively mimics the data only for small 
displacements, but fails to predict motion detection at large displace- 
ments. 
by a motion mechanism which is relatively linear in 
spatiotemporal summation, such as the model of Adelson 
and Bergen (1985). Motion performance for larger 
displacements did not appear to be related to the value 
of carrier frequency, but could be related to movement of 
the overall contrast envelopes of the micropatterns (i.e., 
their overall size); a motion mechanism responding to 
envelope motion while discarding the carrier would be 
necessarily quite nonlinear. The following set of experi- 
ments was designed to test this idea. 
Separation of two motion mechanisms 
To assess the dependence of different regions of the 
psychometric function (Fig. 2) on the spatial frequency of 
the micropattern carrier, we repeated the experiment for 
two other values of Gabor function periodicity, using 2 
values of 12 and 6 pixels (21.5 and 10.7 min, respec- 
tively); in all cases the widths of the micropatterns were 
scaled proportionately, by maintaining a o- of 3/4 2. The 
results are shown for two observers in Fig. 3, plotted in 
the top panels in the same manner as Fig. 2. The triangle 
symbols show data for a 2 of 10.7 min, the square 
symbols for a 2 of 21.5 min; the thin solid lines without 
symbols show the data for a 2 of 43.0 min (re-plotted 
from Fig. 2). The cyclical pattern of alternation between 
good performance and reversed motion is apparent in all 
cases, but shifted to systematically arger displacements 
for larger values of )~. The same data are re-plotted in the 
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FIGURE 3. Pattern of performance at small displacements is scaled 
with micropattern spatial frequency. Plots in the same form as Fig. 2, 
but shown for three values of micropattern spatial wavelength, 2
(reciprocal of spatial frequency). Triangles are for 2= 10.7 min, 
squares for i = 21.5 rain, and the lines without symbols are the re- 
plotted data of Fig. 2, for i = 43.0 min; in all cases the micropattern 
width was changed proportionately (~r = 3/4 2). In the top graphs, note 
that increasing the micropattern spatial scale caused the cyclic 
behavior of the psychometric functions at small displacements to shift 
systematically rightwards. The lower graphs show the data re-plotted 
as a function of displacement expressed in multiples of the wavelength, 
2; here the cyclic behavior at small displacements is superimposed, 
indicating a linear scaling with i .  At larger displacements, however, 
the form of the psychometric function was not systematically altered 
by changes in spatial frequency. 
lower panels of Fig. 3, but with the abscissa scale 
normalized by the value of 2 used in each experiment. 
Note that in these graphs the cyclical patterns of the 
psychometric functions at relatively small displacements 
(below about 1 multiple of 2) are superimposable. On the 
other hand, the performance atlarger displacements does 
not scale in a simple manner with the spatial frequency of 
the stimulus. These results are consistent with the idea 
that the motion percept at small displacements (below 
about one multiple of i)  is carried by a linear filter motion 
detector, while that at larger displacements is not. 
A further prediction of linear motion models such as 
that of Adelson and Bergen (1985) is that, for two-flash 
motion, there should be an optimal displacement for the 
strongest motion signal for a displacement of 2/4 (i.e., 
quadrature phase). The data in the lower panels of Fig. 3 
show perfect performance for all displacements tested in 
the vicinity of quadrature phase, providing a "floor 
effect" preventing comparison of relative strengths of 
motion signal; in addition, the data of Fig. 3 were 
collected for a lifetime of 4, which would not necessarily 
be expected to show an optimum since motion corre- 
spondence might carry across successive xposures. To 
test the quadrature phase prediction, data were collected 
using a lifetime of 1 (corresponding to two-flash motion), 
and a coherence value reduced to 25% to increase the 
error rate; to better assess the existence of an optimum, a
finer grid of displacements was tested over a range only 
up to about one-half 2. The data from this experiment are 
shown in Fig. 4, with data from different observers 
plotted with different symbol types. The lack of perfect 
performance for any condition reflects the effect of the 
reduction in coherence. Performance rose steeply to- 
wards chance both for very small displacements and for 
those approaching one-half i ,  with an optimum in the 
vicinity of i/4. The actual optimum in these data may be 
slightly less than i/4, in agreement with previous results 
from psychophysics (Baker, Badayla & Zeitouni, 1989) 
and neurophysiology (Baker & Cynader, 1986). Thus, 
these results are in good qualitative agreement with a 
conventional linear motion model (simulation results 
shown as dotted line). 
In conventional linear models of motion detection, the 
spatial filters are orientation-selective, with a preference 
for orientations orthogonal to the optimal direction of 
motion like that seen in directionally selective visual 
cortex neurons (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962). For the left-right 
% errors 
50- i i 
/ 
--e- RFH / 
-o -  CLB / _ 
......... model / / 
• -, / 
25- \ / 
0- 
o.oo o. ,s o. o 
displacement 
(fraction of X) 
FIGURE 4. An optimum close to one-fourth cycle, in the small 
displacement range. Using a lifetime of 1 and coherence of 25% 
elevated the error rate, so that testing a finer grid of displacement 
values revealed an optimum in the vicinity of 2/4. Data are shown for 
two observers (filled and open circles, connected by solid lines), and 
for the linear energy model (dotted line). 
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motion used here, the responsive motion detectors would 
be vertically oriented, and would respond well to Gabor 
micropatterns with a carrier having a vertical orientation 
(as used so far), but would fail to respond to Gabors with 
a horizontal carrier. A very important aspect of such 
models' power in solving the "correspondence problem" 
(correctly matching the corresponding local features of 
images on successive frames of motion) lies in the 
requirement of having the same local orientation and 
spatial frequency at successive moments of a motion 
sequence. If the orientation of the Gabor carrier were 
changed on successive xposures, this class of motion 
detection mechanism should fail. On the other hand, a 
nonlinear motion mechanism which responds only to the 
envelopes rather than to the carriers of the micropatterns 
should not show any change in performance with changes 
in orientation. 
This idea was tested by repeating the basic experiment 
(using a lifetime of 4, and coherence of 100%), but with 
alternate xposures of the target motion sequences having 
horizontal rather than vertical orientation. The results are 
shown in Fig. 5 for two observers, plotted in the same 
manner as in Fig. 2 with filled symbols connected by 
lines. For comparison, the data of Fig. 2 are re-plotted on 
the same graphs as thin lines without symbols. Note that 
the results for changing orientation are quite different at 
small displacements (below about one multiple of 2), 
showing nearly chance performance for displacements 
previously giving perfect performance (approx. one- 
fourth 2), and very good performance for displacements 
previously giving reversed motion perception (approx. 
3/4 2). However at larger displacements (above about one 
multiple of 2), the large range of relatively good 
performance was maintained with no consistent effect 
of changing orientation. Such behavior is like that seen in 
previous demonstrations of nonlinear apparent motion 
(Boulton & Baker, 1994; Werkhoven, Sperling & Chubb, 
1994). 
The data of Fig. 5 allow some interesting comparisons 
of the spatial dependences of the two kinds of motion 
perception. Firstly, note that for the changing-orientation 
stimulus, performance is severely degraded at small 
displacements (below about 2/2); by comparison with the 
reference data, this implies that a "Dmin" measure of 
motion performance is much larger (worse) for nonlinear 
than for quasi-linear motion. Secondly, the data imply 
that for displacements of approx. 3/4 2 the two kinds of 
motion mechanism are normally signaling motion in 
opposite directions; evidently in the absence of some 
compromising factor (such as changing orientations), the 
quasi-linear signal is stronger than the nonlinear one (see 
results below, on differences in signal-to-noise ratio). 
Thus, the results from all these experiments support he 
idea that motion perception in this stimulus is carried by 
spatially linear mechanisms responding to the carrier 
frequency for small displacements, and by nonlinear 
mechanisms responding to the contrast envelopes for 
large displacements. This dichotomy is similar to that 
proposed by Boulton and Baker (1993a,b, 1994) using 
two-flash motion stimuli, based on manipulations of 
density and of temporal parameters to separate the two 
mechanisms. 
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FIGURE 5. Changing orientation on successive exposures abolishes 
motion perception for small displacements, but not for large 
displacements. Orientation of the micropatterns was alternated 
between vertical and horizontal on successive exposures of each 
target trajectory. The data re shown as filled circles connected bysolid 
lines; for comparison, results of the baseline xperiment using vertical 
orientation on all exposures is shown as solid lines without symbols. 
Note that he cyclical form of the function at small displacements is 
abolished, consistent with its mediation by a linear filtering mechan- 
ism. The survival of good motion performance at large displacements 
indicates involvement of a nonlinear motion mechanism, which 
responds to the motion of the micropattem envelopes. 
Characterization fthe two kinds of motion: dependence 
on contrast, lifetime and coherence 
The simplest kind of explanation for the nonlinear 
perception of motion at large displacements would be the 
presence of a slight nonlinear distortion, early in the 
visual system, which would in this case give a slightly 
different gain to the dark and light regions of the 
micropatterns, and thereby asmall amplitude of energy at 
much lower spatial frequencies. Such a "distortion 
product" might then provide a sufficient signal to 
subsequent linear filter motion mechanisms at lower 
spatial frequencies, and allow motion perception at larger 
displacements. In such a case, reduction of the contrast of 
the micropatterns should have a devastating effect on 
performance at large displacements. 
We tested this idea by repeating the basic experiment, 
but with the contrast reduced four-fold, to 7.5%. The 
results are shown in Fig. 6 for both observers, as lines 
connecting solid symbols; data for a contrast of 30% are 
re-plotted as lines without symbols for comparison. The 
pattern of performance as a function of displacement was 
preserved, with good performance still found at the large 
displacements, even though at the contrast of 7.5% the 
micropatterns were barely visible. Thus, the nonlinear 
motion perception found here is unlikely to be explained 
in terms of a simple early nonlinearity (see Discussion). 
Most of the experiments presented so far have used a 
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FIGURE 6. Greatly reducing the contrast has very little effect. Data are 
plotted as for Fig. 5. If motion perception atlarge displacements were 
due to a simple arly distortion onlinearity, it should be abolished by a 
large reduction of contrast; it is not. 
lifetime of four exposures. Figure 7 shows data for two 
observers, when the lifetime parameter is shortened to 1 
(i.e., two-flash motion), plotted as filled symbols 
connected by lines; the coherence was 100%. For 
comparison, the previous data of Fig. 2 (lifetime of 4) 
are re-plotted as thin lines without symbols. The 
reduction in target motion lifetime abolishes performance 
at the larger ange of displacements (this is the reason that 
a lifetime value of 4 was used in the basic reference 
experiment, to demonstrate both kinds of motion 
perception in one experiment). At the smaller displace- 
ments, however, performance was hardly affected; if 
anything the reversal of perceived direction was made 
stronger (RFH), consistent with the idea of a conflict 
between linear and nonlinear motion percepts in this 
range of displacements. Note that the data for a reduced 
lifetime are much closer in form to the prediction of the 
linear filtering model (dotted lines in Fig. 7). 
One interpretation of these results is that the nonlinear 
motion at large displacements benefits more greatly from 
"recruitment" effects (Nakayama & Silverman, 1984; 
Snowden & Braddick, 1989) than does the linear 
mechanism at small displacements. However, it should 
be realized that a reduction of the lifetime parameter, 
even for a coherence of 100%, also causes a concomitant 
reduction in spatiotemporal correlation or signal-to-noise 
ratio due to the increased relative number of "re-births" at 
freshly assigned random locations. So possibly the 
greater vulnerability of nonlinear motion to reduction in 
lifetime might reflect a greater dependence on signal-to- 
noise ratio, rather than a difference in multi-flash 
recruitment per  se. 
This idea was tested by varying the coherence value, 
for a fixed lifetime of four exposures. The data are plotted 
in Fig. 8, with filled symbols for a coherence of 25%, 
open symbols for 50%, and thin lines without symbols for 
100% (re-plotted from Fig. 2). Decreasing values of 
coherence lead to systematically poorer performance in 
the large range of displacements, with nearly chance 
performance for a coherence of 25%. In contrast, there 
were negligible effects of the same reductions in 
coherence on performance at the smaller displacements. 
These results show that nonlinear motion is much more 
vulnerable than linear motion to reductions in coherence, 
and suggests that at least part of the differential effect of 
the lifetime parameter (Fig. 7) might be due to the 
associated change in signal-to-noise ratio. 
Evidently the coherence would need to be reduced 
much further to affect the linear motion at small 
displacements. To quantitatively compare the signal-to- 
noise limits of the two kinds of motion, we chose fixed 
displacement values of 6 and 36 pixels (0.25 2 and 1.5 2) 
which were representative of linear and nonlinear 
motion, respectively, and measured psychometric func- 
tions of varying coherence. The data are shown in Fig. 9, 
with performance plotted as functions of coherence; the 
open symbols show data for a displacement of 1.5 2, and 
the filled symbols for 0.25 2. In both cases performance 
monotonically grades from nearly perfect at very high 
coherence, to nearly chance at very low coherence. The 
slopes of the psychometric functions are similar, but the 
data for the nonlinear motion are shifted to higher 
coherence values. Both kinds of motion thus have a 
similar steepness of dependence on signal-to-noise ratio, 
but the nonlinear motion has a much higher threshold. 
DISCUSSION 
These experiments have demonstrated that motion 
perception using limited lifetime random stimuli, which 
are commonly used in animal neurophysiology, animal 
behavior, and human psychophysics experiments, is 
determined by two qualitatively distinct kinds of 
100- 
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FIGURE 7. Shortened lifetime degrades nonlinear motion at large 
displacements. Repeating the basic experiment (lifetime = 4, shown as 
lines without symbols) with a lifetime of 1 (filled circles connected by 
solid lines) gives chance performance at the large displacements, while 
leaving the cyclic form of performance at small displacements. Dotted 
line shows performance of a linear filter motion model. 
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FIGURE 8. Reduced coherence degrades nonlinear motion at large displacements. The basic experiment, using lifetime = 4, is 
shown for three values of coherence. Previous data for 100% coherence are re-plotted for comparison (solid lines without 
symbols). Open circles show results for 50% coherence, and filled circles show results for 25% coherence. Note the much 
greater effect on performance at the larger displacements. 
processing. For displacements which are small compared 
with the spatial scale of the micropatterns, direction 
discr imination performance depends on displacement in
relation to the carrier spatial frequency in a manner 
consistent with a l inear filtering motion mechanism 
(Adelson & Bergen, 1985). Motion perception for 
relatively large displacements i  not pr imari ly related to 
the carrier spatial frequency, and is consistent with a 
nonl inear signall ing of contrast envelope motion. This 
interpretation is supported by changing the carrier 
orientation across successive xposures, which abolishes 
% errors 
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FIGURE 9. Psychometric functions of coherence, at fixed values of 
small and large displacements. Using a lifetime of 4, the displacement 
was fixed at either a small value (i/4, optimal for the linear mechanism; 
data shown as filled symbols connected by a dotted line) or at a large 
value (1.52, where nonlinear motion is operative; data shown as open 
symbols connected by solid line). In both cases performance degrades 
to chance with declining coherence; however, at small displacements 
motion perception is preserved at much lower values of coherence. 
motion only for the small range of displacements. The 
qualitatively distinct nature of the two kinds of  motion is 
further reinforced by their very different dependences on 
l ifetime and coherence. These findings are consistent 
with previous ideas of more than one motion system 
(Chubb & Sperling, 1988; Boulton & Baker, 1993a,b; Lu 
& Sperl ing, 1995). 
Extrastriate cortical basis for  performance with stochas- 
tic motion stimuli 
Several lines of  evidence indicate that human psycho- 
physical  performance with l imited l ifetime random dot 
stimuli is determined at an extrastriate cortical locus, 
such as area MT (V5). The need for a relatively large 
stimulus area to get good psychophysical  performance is
consistent with the very large receptive field sizes of 
extrastriate cortical neurons (Downing & Movshon, 
1989; Watamaniuk & Sekuler, 1992; Morrone, Burr & 
Vaina, 1995). Lesions of monkey area MT and/or MST 
(Newsome & Pare, 1988; Pasternak & Merigan, 1994), or 
to putative MT- l ike areas in human brain-damaged 
patients (Vaina et al., 1990; Baker et al., 1991; Rizzo 
et al., 1995), severely disrupt direction discrimination 
with l imited l i fetime random dot stimuli. The direction 
selectivity of area MT neurons to these stimuli is highly 
correlated with the pattern of psychophysical  perfor- 
mance in awake behaving monkeys (Britten et al., 1992), 
and microst imulat ion of  motion direction columns in 
monkey area MT predictably affects monkeys '  choices in 
direction discrimination (Salzman et al., 1992). Al l  these 
studies support a strong, if not exclusive, role for primate 
area MT in psychophysical  performance for direction 
discrimination with l imited l ifetime random dot stimuli. 
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Possible neurophysiological basis of the two mechanisms 
The elementary detection of the linear kind of motion 
found here at small displacements is likely to be mediated 
by direction selective neurons in striate cortex. The 
similarity of these neurons' directionality to linear 
spatiotemporal fi tering models (Adelson & Bergen, 
1985) has been seen using reverse correlation with 
random stimuli (e.g., DeAngelis, Ohzawa & Freeman, 
1993), contrast-reversing gratings at a series of spatial 
phases (e.g., Albrecht & Geisler, 1991), and two-flash 
apparent motion stimuli (optimal displacement close to a 
quarter cycle, like that of Fig. 4--Baker & Cynader, 
1986; Baker et al., 1991). The orientation selectivity of 
these neurons (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962) would prevent 
them giving a directional response to motion stimuli with 
changing orientation, consistent with the failure of linear 
motion (Fig. 5). Presumably the responses of these 
elementary detectors are pooled in extrastriate cortical 
areas to give global motion performance like that 
measured here. 
A cortical ocus for nonlinear motion is far less clear, 
since stimuli which allow separation of linear and 
nonlinear mechanisms such as ours have rarely been 
used in neurophysiology experiments. Contrast envelope 
stimuli consisting of a moving low spatial frequency 
contrast envelope which modulates a high spatial 
frequency carrier have been used to demonstrate direc- 
tion-selective r sponses in A17 and A18 neurons of the 
cat (Zhou & Baker, 1993, 1996); however, the quanti- 
tative properties of these responses (tuning to quite high 
carrier spatial frequencies, up to the animal's acuity 
limit) casts some doubt on their forming a neural 
substrate for the kind of nonlinear motion reported here. 
An appealing idea is that nonlinear esponses are the 
product of a higher level of cortical processing, as, for 
example, in the model proposed by Wilson, Ferrera and 
Yo (1992) in which elementary nonlinear operations in 
V2 are integrated in MT. Albright (1992) described 
responses in monkey area MT to a related type of "non- 
Fourier" motion stimulus (dynamic noise bar moving 
across a static noise background); O'Keefe, Carandini, 
Beusmans and Movshon (1993) reported some responses 
in area MT to contrast envelope stimuli. Directional 
responses to multi-exposure apparent motion of a single 
Gabor function stimulus (Shadlen, Zohary, Britten & 
Newsome, 1993) revealed only linear responses in 
monkey area MT; however, nonlinear neural responses 
might be unexpectedly specific to stimulus parameters 
(e.g., carrier frequency tuning--Zhou & Baker, 1993), or 
might require a large number of Gabor micropatterns 
rather than one. 
Relation to other studies of apparent motion 
These findings are consistent with a body of recent 
research indicating two kinds of visual motion proces- 
sing, one for luminance-defined stimuli which can be 
understood in terms of conventional linear spatiotempor- 
al filters, and the other for stimuli defined by variations of 
properties such as contrast (e.g., Chubb & Sperling, 1988; 
Wilson et al., 1992). The stimuli were designed to be 
comparable with the two-flash Gabor apparent motion of 
Boulton and Baker (1993a,b), and the results are largely 
consistent with the quasi-linear and nonlinear mechan- 
isms implied by those studies. These results confirm and 
extend those of Boulton and Baker (1993a,b), using a 
stimulus which better precludes any possible effects of 
doing the direction discrimination task by perceived 
change of position of a scrutinized micropattern or cluster 
of them; this allowed use of the lifetimes timulus much 
closer to the fovea than in previous two-flash studies. 
Using two-flash stimuli, psychometric functions which 
were cyclical at the Gabor carrier frequency were best 
obtained at higher micropattern densities and short time 
intervals between the two exposures (stimulus onset 
asychrony, SOA, of approx. 60-100 msec), while motion 
perception at larger displacements was best obtained with 
lower densities and longer time intervals (SOA of approx. 
140 msec). 
The results of changing the orientation of the 
micropattern on successive xposures i consistent with 
the report of Werkhoven et al. (1994) using radial 
patterns of multi-flash motion, and the experiments of 
Boulton and Baker (1994), using two-flash Gabor 
kinematograms; a  in the present study, the latter authors 
found that changing orientation abolished quasi-linear, 
but not nonlinear, motion perception. The apparently 
greater tolerance or non-selectivity of nonlinear motion 
processing, compared with quasi-linear, is supported by 
similar experiments using isoluminant color stimuli 
(Baker, Boulton & Mullen, 1997), and those using a 
change of Gabor spatial frequency on successive 
exposures (Boulton & Baker, 1994). The latter results 
suggest that the failure of some authors (Watson, 1986; 
Ledgeway, 1996) to obtain good apparent motion 
perception when the spatial frequency changed on 
successive exposures, may have been due to their choice 
of a task or stimulus which could reveal only quasi-linear, 
but not nonlinear, motion processing. 
Previous studies have indicated that random dot 
apparent motion gives better performance with multiple 
exposures rather than just two (Nakayama & Silverman, 
1984; Snowden & Braddick, 1989). The present results in 
which the number of successive exposures in each target 
sequence (lifetime) was varied, show a dramatic effect on 
nonlinear motion at large displacements, but negligibJe 
effect on quasi-linear motion at small displacements (Fig. 
6). These results suggest that previous findings of 
"recruitment" with random dot stimuli might reflect he 
nonlinear mechanism contribution to the results, es- 
pecially in cases using Dmax measures  of motion per- 
formance. 
Recent work has suggested the existance of three, 
rather than two, motion mechanisms (Lu & Sperling, 
1995). Our quasi-linear nd nonlinear mechanisms would 
correspond to the first- and second-order mechanisms of
Lu and Sperling (1995); the noisy, amorphous form of 
our stochastic stimulus probably precludes a role of their 
third-order, "salience-map" mechanism. 
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Dmax measures of motion performance 
The dependence of apparent motion perception on 
displacement has often been characterized in terms of a 
maximal displacement, Dmax, which supports good 
motion performance. The present results, as well as 
others (Boulton & Baker, 1993a), somewhat complicate 
such a characterization. For small displacements giving 
cyclic psychometric functions, D,~o~ will be close to one- 
half wavelength of the dominant spatial frequency (the 
"half-cycle l imit"--see Bischof & DiLollo, 1991), and 
would presumably reflect a spatial imit of the linear filter 
(as in, e.g., the model of Adelson & Bergen, 1985) which 
mediates performance. However, for nonlinear motion at 
larger displacements, which is not carrier-related, the 
Dma x value is related to one-half the average spacing 
between micropatterns along the axis of motion (Boulton 
& Baker, 1993a). Using the Gabor lifetimes timulus, the 
psychometric function for direction discrimination has a 
very shallow slope at large displacements (Fig. 2), 
making it problematic to measure  Dmax; this much 
shallower slope is presumably related to the stochastic 
nature of the stimulus. It is clear that we can get nonlinear 
motion for displacements substantially greater than 1/2 
the grid spacing (about 65 min--see Fig. 2). It seems 
likely that Dmax values for nonlinear motion, when they 
can be measured, do not in general reflect a spatial imit, 
but are more determined by signal-to-noise ratio and 
geometry of stimulus construction. Perhaps related to 
this, our data also do not seem to exhibit a well-defined 
optimal displacement (Dopt) for nonlinear motion, in 
contrast to quasi-linear motion (Fig. 4), and in agreement 
with two-flash findings (Boulton & Baker, 1993a). In the 
present experiments one might not expect o observe an 
optimal displacement for nonlinear motion anyway, 
owing to the multi-flash nature of the stimuli needed to 
obtain limited lifetime nonlinear motion. 
Comparison with other studies using limited lifetime 
random stimuli 
Our results suggest hat findings of previous studies 
with limited lifetime stimuli composed of broadband ots 
might reflect he joint performance of two distinct kinds 
of underlying motion mechanisms; the Gabor micro- 
pattern version of such stimuli allows the isolation of 
each mechanism for separate analysis. One comparison i  
this regard is the absolute level of performance in terms 
of coherence (Fig. 9): neither of our isolated mechanisms 
are operative at the very low coherence levels obtained 
with dots (approx. 5%-----e.g., Newsome & Pare, 1988; 
Baker et al., 1991), suggesting that the multiple 
mechanisms activated by dots (multiple spatial scales 
of quasi-linear mechanisms, as well as nonlinear) can 
jointly contribute to lower coherence thresholds. The 
lower thresholds obtained here for quasi-linear motion 
(Fig. 9) suggest hat studies reporting performance in 
terms of coherence thresholds (e.g., Newsome & Pare, 
1988; Britten et al., 1992) might reflect primarily the 
quasi-linear mechanism. 
An important caveat is that some other studies used 
stochastic motion stimuli with different variants of rules 
of lifetime and re-birth. For example, the studies of 
Newsome and Pare (1988) and of Britten et al. (1992) 
used "Movshon noise", a variant of a lifetimes stimulus 
using much shorter exposure times, and in which each 
dot's lifetime is itself stochastic (with probability of 
death on each new exposure determined by the coherence 
parameter--Downing & Movshon, 1989). The "dot 
noise" used by Baker et al. (1991) had the same lifetime 
rules as here, but much shorter exposure times. 
Another potential complication in comparisons of our 
stochastic motion stimulus with those used by others is in 
the temporal parameters. Stimulus elements which were 
part of a motion trajectory consisted of successive 
100 msec exposures, following immediately upon one 
another (SOA of 100 msec, or an interstimulus interval, 
ISI, of almost zero); most previous tudies using random 
dot stochastic motion used very brief exposure times (in 
effect, the phosphor persistence), separated by a non-zero 
ISI (e.g., 45 msec in Newsome & Pare, 1988). Baker et 
al. (1991) measured performance in normal human 
observers for random dot stochastic motion as a function 
of ISI, finding an optimum of approx. 40-80 msec. Since 
it is likely that linear and nonlinear motion mechanisms 
have different dependences on both flash exposure 
duration and on the time interval between exposures 
(Boulton & Baker, 1993b), a simple comparison of 
temporal frequencies of successive xposures may be an 
insufficient basis for making more exact comparisons 
between experiments. 
Residual motion performance in the patient LM and in 
MT/MST-lesioned monkeys (Baker et al., 1991; Paster- 
nak & Merigan, 1994) is very vulnerable to noise, like the 
nonlinear motion here (Fig. 8). MT/MST-lesioned 
monkeys were impaired on limited lifetime motion only 
at smaller displacements (Fig. 9 of Pastemak & Merigan, 
1994). If the residual motion performance in these cases 
is mediated by our nonlinear mechanism, this would 
argue against a neural basis of the nonlinear mechanism 
in MT/MST. 
Role of an early nonlineari~ 
It is clear that motion at large displacements must be 
mediated by a nonlinearity; we have interpreted these 
results in terms of a second, parallel mechanism which is 
distinct in nature from a quasi-linear mechanism ediat- 
ing short displacement motion. However, an alternative 
idea is that both kinds of motion are mediated by quasi- 
linear mechanisms, but having a small distortion 
nonlinearity at the front end (giving a slightly different 
gain to the light and dark bars of a Gabor pattern), 
providing a (weak) directional signal to subsequent linear 
mechanisms at a lower spatial frequency. Such a model 
might explain the scaling with carrier frequency at small 
but not large displacements, and the effects of changing 
orientation. The weaker magnitude of the nonlinear 
distortion signal would reduce the neuronal signal-to- 
noise ratio, producing greater vulnerability of large- 
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displacement motion to reduction of  l i fetime or coher- 
ence. 
The early nonl inearity idea is tenable only if the 
magnitude of  the distortion product is very weak; 
otherwise, one would never observe behavior  consistent 
with a quasi- l inear model.  I f  the nonl inear signal is very 
weak, then reducing the contrast of  the stimulus should 
abol ish large-displacement,  onl inear motion. The lack 
of  degradation of motion at large displacements by a 
four-fold reduction in contrast (Fig. 6) makes it appear 
highly unl ikely that a simple early distortion onl inearity 
could explain the nonl inear performance found here. 
Results from previous experiments with two-flash 
Gabor  k inematograms argue against an early nonl inearity 
explanation. Firstly, nonl inear motion was found to be 
best at larger temporal  separations of  the flashes, 
compared with quasi- l inear motion (Boulton & Baker, 
1993b); an early distortion nonl inearity would be 
unl ikely to produce differing temporal  properties at 
different displacements. Experiments in which some 
percentage of  the micropatterns were non-coherently 
moving distractors (Bex & Baker, 1997) showed very 
different effects of  same vs l ike-orientation distractors on 
quasi- l inear and nonl inear motion, a result which would 
be difficult to explain with such a simple model.  The use 
of red-green isoluminant stimuli abol ishes quasi- l inear, 
short-displacement motion, but not nonlinear, large- 
displacement motion (Baker et al., 1998); a simple early 
distortion onl inearity would have similar effects on both 
luminance and color stimuli. 
Why have two mechanisms ? 
Motion perception in the context of  discrete apparent 
motion can be cast in terms of  a "correspondence 
problem" (Braddick, 1974): how is the visual system 
able to match corresponding elements of an image on 
successive xposures? For a quasi- l inear motion mechan- 
ism, the magnitude of the correspondence problem is 
greatly reduced by the requirement of  the same local 
spatial frequency and orientation on successive expo- 
sures. The nonl inear mechanism appears to look only at 
contrast envelopes and thus discards this specific 
information, making it more vulnerable to correspon- 
dence mis-matches (thus its relative impairment at low 
coherence values); this disadvantage may be partly 
amel iorated by its abil ity to benefit from mult iple 
exposures ( increased l ifetime). Thus, the quasi- l inear 
motion system may be best at registering relat ively slow 
speeds of  moving textured surfaces, in a way which 
preserves the local texture motion information. Nonl inear 
motion, in contrast, discards internal texture information 
while signall ing motion of  the overal l  form of  contrast- 
defined objects, making it wel l  suited to the motion of  
fast-moving objects (soccer balls, pouncing predators, 
fleeing prey) whose internal texture is irrelevant o the 
task of seeing the motion of  their overal l  form. 
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